
Competitor Analysis

To understand how I might provide an easy 
process for H2H customers to buy a decorating 
“starter kit”,  I conducted a competitive analysis 
on 2 brands who offer similar services to see how 
they were meeting customer needs. This method 
also provided a way to look for opportunities 
where House2Home could differentiate for a 
younger demographic working with a smaller 
budget. 

This helped me decide what the kind of 
onboarding process was needed, and how to find 
the happiest path for users from first visiting the 
site to a successful and confident purchase. 



Competitor Analysis

Feature, Element, or Heuristic
(Product Level)

1.
ELEMENT - 
Primary Navigation + homepage 
CTA

How It Works, Explore, Sign Up
HIW = The Details / Pricing / Reviews
Explore = Projects / Designers / Style Quiz / 
Stories
CTA = “Find Your Style”

How It Works, Pricing, Style Quiz, Examples, Design 
Ideas, Blog
HIW = Modsy v. Traditional Designers / 3D Difference
Design Ideas = by rooms (living, dining, bedroom…)
CTA = “Start Your Project”

2. FEATURE - Onboarding 
Homepage carousel. See below under Filter/ 
Preference Feature.  Customers are required to 
sign up w/ email after Style Quiz to be matched 
with a designer and buy a package 

Visible on homepage. 1) Show us your Space 
(customers upload photos of rooms with 
measurements 2) they get custom 3D plans to choose 
from 3) Shop individual pieces out of the design  

   3. 
FEATURE -  Style Matching or filters 
/ preferences for “look” - how is this 
done? How many options are 
provided?

Guests take a “Style Survey & Room Profile” by 1) 
choosing from photos they like, 2) rating how 
much they know about ID, 3) choosing which 
rooms “need a little something” 4) choosing which 
room to focus on first 5) select home type and     
6) whether it’s rented or owned

Quiz: 1) Select from photos of rooms that you like 2) 
choose like or dislike for individual products in each 
photo you chose 3) are you working on a current 
Modsy project? 4) create an account (users need to 
create account before they can see their style match) 
Quiz has a progress bar. 

4.
CONTENT -  How are products 
shown? Shop by room? Shop by 
item? Are both paths available?  
How are packages shown? 

Customers can buy 2 types of packages (mini or 
full)  that pair them with a designer for the room 
they’ve selected. Can also go to the brand’s “shop” 
to shop by item (variety of brands)

Packages are by room. Site pushes the designer match 
& 3D option. Can’t shop for individual pieces unless 
you already have a room package & designer. Can 
browse Design Ideas by room for inspo. 

5.
CONTENT / FEATURES - what 
provides value? Points of 
differentiation? 

Customers can upload photos of their space for 
the designers to see 

Modsy allows you to see your room in 3D with furniture 
you are considering before you buy. Inspo photos are 
all hashtagged. Discounts on furniture.


